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2020 rolls on, but near, so very near to an end, all the
indications are there that 2021 will see an improvement to
all of our lives from the various restrictions we currently
endure. I'm sure you will all agree that it cannot come
soon enough but we will have to be patient, knowing the
end of this nightmare is nearly here. When I wrote the last
edition just over six months ago I was expecting a very
different position to be in place around the festive period.
Let’s hope the optimism I feel now is not as misplaced as
that which I exhibited six months ago.
What has come out of 2020 are a number of positive indicators into the spirit
and commitment of our supporters. HETT launched the 750 Supply Scheme
at a time when many faced great financial uncertainty, yet many of you have
stood up to be counted. The scheme is over 75% subscribed and the hope is
there that the love being shown for 4732, so many years after it disappeared
from the mainstream railway scene, can be built upon to deliver the future it
so deserves as a permanent exhibit in Margate.
Then there are the volunteer efforts. After being physically kept away from
our projects, all the volunteers were only too pleased to get back to what
they do best and keep making progress, you can read about the fruits of their
labour in this issue. I must also pay tribute to the teams at our host railways,
The Battlefield Line and the East Kent Railway. After going months with
no income, they have both risen to the challenge of operating within the
framework of the restrictions placed upon them to offer a heritage service
that continues to delight visitors.

2020 is a year that none of us will forget but let’s all make sure we
remember it as a year we saw the very best of people too.
Graeme Gleaves

Cover Montage Images: 4-Sub 4747 departs Clapham Junction bound for Waterloo on 20th August 1982

Photo: Chris Lemon Spondon No.1 bedecked in festive decoration at Shackerstone as part of The Battlefield
Railways Santa Train season Photo: Adrian Lock 457 stands proud at Eythorne station Photo: Graeme Gleaves
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The Only Way is Up
In what has been a challenging year where long
standing plans had to be rapidly adapted to suit
the times the one constant question has always
been what will we do when all of this is over?
In the case of the last 4-SUB 4732 and LMS Class
503 unit that question has been asked many times.

the future of both units, the

No longer was it to be thought

question was where would this

of as merely a storage shed

happen and what would the

for out of ticket items from

plan look like?

the personal collection of

During 2019 and at the start
of 2020 the developments
at the Margate site were

Jeremy Hoskins but plans
were being put in place for it
to be transformed as a railway
museum on a grand scale,

As you know they moved into

During this time the Heritage

taking the location in a

storage at the Westwood,

Electric Trains Trust has been

new and exciting direction.

Margate site in June 2018

building itself up as an

following the closure of the

organisation fit and

The name comes from the

Electric Railway Museum.

ready to take

idea that the building used

This was on a storage only

on

to produce scale models for

all under the title of the
One:One Collection.

basis with no guarantees of

Hornby, and the Hornby

more than a few years for

Visitor Centre and Museum

either of them.

is still on a part of the site,
the museum collection
are the full size items so
thus on a scale of one
to one. HETT was well
aware of the direction
the site was moving
in and whether the
units now in its
ownership would
have some future
there. It is after
all an undercover
site with excellent
security and the
expectations
that thousands
of visitors will be
coming in years to
come when it opens

Pictured 4732 at Margate but
not looking her best [OPPOSITE]
the 503 sits alongside 4732
for now. Photos: Nick Hair
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The Only Way is Up

From page 2

its doors on a regular basis.
It was against this backdrop
that One:One Collection
invited HETT to submit
proposals for the future of
the SUB and 503 units.
We, at HETT knew some
cold hard facts; firstly, we

– they wanted

would not have enough

to work with us to

money to restore the two

make this happen.

units simultaneously, the

We arranged a video

SUB was the one that had the

conference (what else)

makings of a decent support
network. The 503 has never

thing. We proposed a cosmetic

been blessed with this and

restoration which would have

we can count its financial

to be done to each vehicle in

supporters on one hand, with

turn, off site as the interior

fingers to spare. This meant

between HETT and One:One
to agree the fine details of
the plan. That was achieved

One:One
are well
aware of
this.

in November so to bring you

The work on 4732

completely up to date this is

of the shed at Margate could

will equate to a

what has now been agreed and

not play host to work that

cosmetic restoration at

our proposal would be based

where we are with the plan.

around restoring the 4-SUB

would generate dust, fumes

this stage.

for display and moving the 503

and a lot of mess. The plan

to another site where it could

was a grand one but had to

be stored at considerably less

be kept realistic, HETT has

cost than it incurs now.

support but that support has

Secondly, we decided that

limits and there is simply not

whatever our long term

a bottomless pit of money

aspirations for 4732, it has

to dig into to pay for work,

to begin with it having a

even with this scaled back

This will have to be done one

to permit visitors to go

permanent base where it

plan there would have to be

coach at a time and the work

inside it and experience the

can be appreciated and the

a considerable amount of

will need to be undertaken by

environment of a post war

long way back to eventual

fundraising done to support

contractors off site, funded

commuter train, if this car is a

operation, were that to ever

the existing income generated

by HETT. We will draw up a

driving vehicle then we shall

happen, could be planned with

by the 750 Supply Scheme.

tender document in the new

include the cab and brake van

existing security of tenure.

The proposal was completed,

year for the first vehicle and

in the work so that too can be

And so we drafted a proposal

bundled up and sent to the

invite interested parties to

opened to the public.

that visualised the 4-SUB as

One:One Collection for their

quote for the work against our

a key item representing the

consideration. All we could

specification for the vehicle.

Southern Electric network,

do was wait for their response.

We would like to have the

the commuter experience and

We got it a couple of weeks

first vehicle ready by summer

the evolution of electric trains

later after it had been

2022 with completion of the

all of this centred around an

reviewed by the management

final one by the end of 2024,

initial display of two restored

team, including Jeremy

we should stress these dates

coaches and two unrestored,

Hoskins. Yes! – they liked the

are our aspiration and it will

We looked at various options

a kind of before and after if

proposal, yes – they wanted

be dependant on the support

and have decided upon

you will, with the ultimate

to host 4732 as a permanent

the project receives as to

an agreement with Hope

intention to restore the whole

display in the museum and yes

whether they are met on time,
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4732 — all four coaches
will be offered a permanent
place on display at the
One:One Collection
provided it can be restored
cosmetically over a period
of time to display standard.

This involves the cleaning and
repainting of the underframe
and running gear, including
the bogies. The repair of
bodywork corrosion, including
the roof. We will ensure the
interior of at least one car
is brought up to standard

The LMS 503 unit will be
removed from Margate to
a safe, lower cost storage
site until such time as HETT
can turn its attention to the
restoration of this unit.
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Farm, Sellindge in Kent as

it has worn for decades and is

the proximity to Margate

now peeling away. The idea

outside and the inside of

will reduce transport costs

of painting the unit green

the unit. All mechanical and

significantly. The three

one side and blue the other

electrical systems will be

vehicles, and the spare EPB

with full yellow ends is also

preserved such that in the

trailer will be properly covered

an option but at the time of

future operation (hauled

up with tarpaulin to protect

writing, no decision on this

or self powered by battery

them from the elements at

has been made.

technology) could be achieved.

this outdoor facility.
4732 will be painted in
an appropriate livery
and accompanied with

The priority, however, will

So what does this

be the cosmetic restoration

mean to the long

which will ensure the unit

term future of 4732?

is seen by as many people
as possible in a secure and

this all happen?
The project will not come
cheap, we estimate £20,000£30,000 per coach for a purely
cosmetic restoration and will
have to include transport to
the restoration location and
back to Margate. The work
has to be done professionally
as HETT has no volunteer
capacity and we need a job
that will last for years to

interpretation boards telling

As many of you know, HETT

visitors what it is and why it

has voiced its hopes to operate

is significant. Before anyone

the unit in a heritage railway

So nothing is off the table

project is the extraction of

asks, the final choice of livery

environment using bi-mode

in the future. The important

the three vehicles of the 503

has not been confirmed, there

technology at a future date.

thing is that the unit,

and the spare EPB trailer to

are really only three choices,

Nothing we are doing now

after over two decades of

Sellindge where a siding is to

all over green, green with full

is going to prevent that. In a

uncertainty and lack of

be laid to accommodate them

or part yellow ends or blue

statement the HETT trustees

support has a real future

(see article on page 11) we want

with yellow ends. Nothing else

said; The initial restoration

ahead of it and a place it can

to achieve this by Easter 2021.

is being considered, including

will concentrate on cosmetic

call home that is dry and safe.

Then we’ve the aforement-

the mock BR/Southern livery

appearance of both the

So how do we make

04

stunning museum setting.

come. The first phase of the
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preferred method of support
ioned sourcing of suitable

as this gives us a regular

quotes for the work on our

income allowing us to plan

first vehicle. Car 1 as it is now

our budgets around, but it

referred to is identified as

will take far more than we

Driving Motor Brake 12796, for

currently get from this to see

those of you familiar with the

the Car 1 Project through to

current status of the unit this

completion. In the last issue

is the driving car that did not

we gave you details of how

have one side painted blue.

many donors we need in each

We will survey the vehicle

level of 750 Supply to cover

as soon as we are able to and

our regular outgoings.

use this survey to produce

At the time of writing we

an invitation to tender.

needed; five ‘gold’ (we currently

One area we will be recruiting

Fundraising for this project

have four), ten ‘silver’ (we

for in 2021 is volunteers –

will start very early in the new

have eight signed-up) and 25

HETT is mainly about contract

year. The ‘Car 1 Project’ will be

bronze (we now have 21 on the

work but the project has

budgeted to cover all the costs

books). So out of the 40 total

identified some work that

already mentioned, including

we have recruited 33, that is a

can be done by volunteers

the relocation of the cars to

great result for us and we will

on site at Margate such as

Sellindge.

continue to push this to get

renovation of the interior and

Our 750 Supply Scheme is the

the scheme over the line, the

possible stewarding at open
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success of the project depends
on it, simply stating your

days in the future. There is

intentions doesn’t get the

also the need to install track

work done, we do have to be

at Sellindge – does this sound

able to pay the bills.

like something you can help
with? We will keep you fully

So, plenty of good news

updated with the project as

but plenty of work to do.

it develops and rest assured
there will be developments.
Twenty two years after 4732
entered preservation it has a
real future.
Pictured A page spread
from the HETT proposal
submitted to One:One –
written by Neil Bennett and
designed by Mark Walling.
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Hold the Line
At the Battlefield, work has continued on Spondon
No.1 but of course, not at the pace we had hoped
for. We had originally planned for this issue of the
magazine to be the one where we presented you
the fully restored loco with details of what our hosts
and ourselves plan to use it on during 2021 but, of
course, 2020 has had other plans for us all and as a
result, our timescales have been revised downward
somewhat. Our estimate is that we’re looking at
June/July 2021 for completion of this project, but
please don't hold me to that. So to update you ...
The locomotive has had its

brake hangers all

underframe fully steam

looking a lot better for it.

cleaned, this removed decades

Elsewhere under the loco

worth of crud dating back

the replacement of the axle

from before preservation as

lubrication pads proved

we loosened a few blobs of

simpler than planned as

coal dust. Every part of the

the loco did not have the

running gear got the treatment

Armstrong oilers inside the

with the motor casings,

axle boxes as expected but a

resistance grids, wheels and

very rudimentary system of

cotton wicking that

out the excess oil for a further

draws oil from a bath and feeds

twenty four hours. Then it was

it to the axle journal surface.

just a case of removing the old

We had to obtain new cotton

lubricating wadding (which by

threads from the suppliers at

then was water contaminated

the North Yorkshire Moors

from

Railway and then soak it in

the steam clean), cleaning out

the bearing oil in a barrel

the axle boxes and installing

for twenty four hours before

the new wadding. A top up of

placing it on a grille to drain

the oil bath, a few tweaks here

Pictured [TOP] Spondon sporting a new lamp iron you can just make
out on the left hand side of the bonnet [ABOVE] the freshly painted
pantograph and roof of the loco with the wooden support beams
[LEFT] one of the traction motor casings after the steam cleaner
has worked its magic [ABOVE LEFT] Nick wields the steam cleaning
lance. Opposite page [CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT] two views of the antique
drum fuses still used for cab lighting and voltmeter circuits.
Rob Davidson offers up one of the new headlights to show how
it will look when in place. The result of the early stages of the
rebuild of the cab’s instrument panel. All photos: Graeme Gleaves
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Hold the Line

badly corroded, we ended up
engaging a contractor to do
the welded repairs to this and
it was completed,
at no small expense,
in October.
The wooden cab doors have
been removed, rubbed down,
stained and varnished,
looking much
and there and it was done.

making the tips of the

Next up are the traction motor

head white. The pan sits on

lubrication boxes needing

heady hardwood wooden

similar treatment. At the time

support beams which, in turn,

of writing, the motor at no.2

sits on insulators. The beams

and has been done and no.1

were cleaned off and treated

end will follow soon.

with a teak stain and all-

The mechanical sanding gear
was one of those jobs that
had the threat of being

weather varnish whilst the
insulators were repainted to
their respective red and green.

complicated with the prospect

The whole roof was painted a

of having to source new

pleasing mid grey which

springs and bushing but in

left just one job to do.

the event was a simple sixty

The pantograph can still

minute job as it responded to

be raised and lowered with

cleaning, lubrication and the

ease but if it went under the

all important job of making

station footbridge or entered

sure the foot plungers in the

the shed at Shackerstone with

cab were installed the right way

the pan raised – well, it would

round. The system was tested

only do it once ...

and works perfectly, delivering
sand to all four wheels ...

To prevent the pantograph
being inadvertently raised,

Attention has been happening

a threaded U bolt has been

not only under the loco, but on

fitted to clamp it in the down

the roof; the pantograph is

position and prevent any

better for it. We do need to

several more before we

purely a cosmetic item in

unfortunate accidents.

find a period correct door

have finished with it.

preservation and is not even

We can now say that from

handle for the drivers side

the cantrail up, the loco

door as one oddity of this loco

restoration is complete.

is that it only ever had one

locomotive and only fitting

In the cab there’s been a lot of

door handle when it arrived

of frustration. Having been

that we repaint the whole area.

activity with the cab walls and

from Bradford over twenty

modified quite considerably

For those of you who’ve never

roof needing to be taken back

two years ago. The business

from its original layout

seen it raised, the pan is a

to bare metal and repainted,

end of the cab is where a

sometime after arriving in

diamond affair. We painted

a start has been made on this.

lot of attention was needed.

preservation, possibly during

the base and arms black and

The body frame around the

The master controller has

gave a finishing touch by

drivers side cab window was

had a polish, it will get

wired in any more, but it is a
very prominent feature of the

Issue 03 | Hold the Line

The instrument panel in the
centre of the cab bulkhead
has been a constant source

Continued ...
07

Pictured [LEFT] Spondon and the GWR prairie tank outside
Shackerstone shed, captured as the little battery loco was getting
ready to push the steam loco over the inspection pit [BELOW] Mazda’s
not made any visible progress other than the new cap fitted to the
exhaust stack on the front of the cab Photos: Graeme Gleaves

From page 7

and fuses, working out which
ones do what and which are

the time at Hammerton

redundant. The items falling

Street Depot in Bradford.

into the latter category will be

The electric meters, switches,

removed and the end result

fuse holders and lights, not

will be a vast improvement on

the originals, were mounted

the previous one ...

We have been looking far and
wide for suitable headlights

The project has a list of all

On the outside, the loco is

for the front of each bonnet,

remaining tasks to complete

wearing a basic coat of

these were an original feature

and if we’re allowed to, we

Brunswick green. This is just

but whoever did it did not

and are both long lost. After

shall work through them in

to keep the metal work safe

put any mechanical means

much research we are pleased

the first half of 2021 and aim

from the elements and the

of securing it in place and

to say we have now obtained

for a summer completion.

proper paint job in this shade

the whole ‘Heath Robinson’

two commercially made

will be added at the very end

affair was always on the list

lamps that, whilst not an

of the process. The loco now

for an upgrade. We don’t

exact match for the original

sports a lamp iron at each end,

ones, which were slightly

have access to the original

On the same token, there’s

it had these in its latter years

wider and made of steel, will

not been the capacity to give

equipment so we used what

mounted above the drawhook,

look the part. We have to

any time to it. One little job

we had and are creating

very crude affairs but the ones

install new wiring to get them

was the fitting of a hinged

something that is both more

we have are placed on the left

to work and their fitting will

cover on the exhaust stack

user-friendly and looks like

hand side of the bonnet and

be one of the last jobs on the

that will keep the rain out.

it is a part of the loco rather

are from a wagon, they look

loco. As you can see, we have

MAZDA remains next on

than a cobbled together

the part and will mean the

got quite a bit done, not as

the list and is, like the rest

hobby project. We have done

loco can carry tail lamps as

much as we had hoped for but

of us hoping for a far more

a wiring trace on the switches

and when it is a requirement.

not too disappointing.

enjoyable 2021.

on a plywood panel that had
been hinged, presumably to
ease access for maintenance,

Rebrand gets green light

Elsewhere on site MAZDA
has not been forgotten

John Smith

MEMBER

The Friends of the 457 has been given a makeover and
finally has a logo it can call its own — well sort of!
Having been presented with a selection of different designs to think about,
after some consideration, the chosen design stood out due to its simplicity –
a clever reworking of the Network SouthEast branding rolled out at its
launch in the mid-80s. The new logo clearly defines what the project is

EXPIRY

00 -JAN-20
22

about using a trainshed
roof in the design to signify the
care and attention the unit receives at its home at the East Kent Railway.
The logo will be rolled out in the new year, being applied to membership cards [pictured]
and all new and existing promotional/ fundraising materials.
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Leave a Light on
In the last issue of The Contactor we said we
hoped to get back on site at the East Kent
Railway to finish the small number of tasks still
outstanding on our 457 car, 67300. The good
news is that this was possible on a few days
during the late summer and into the Autumn.
The final big job was the

visitors at a time when none

replacement of flooring in

would be permitted as even

both the cab and vestibule

though the East Kent Railway

areas which was completed,

have operated Covid secure

including new lino as the

passenger services, they

original in this area was too

have not permitted anyone

far gone to salvage. The new

to alight at Eythorne station

flooring should last a good

during the pandemic and

few years and certainly looks

the station is used simply as

the part. The other area we

a reversing point. None the

wanted to get straight was

less, we know visitors will

around the luggage racks got

SouthEast Society who can

the passenger saloon which

return one day soon and we

a thorough clean, seats were

supply replacement adhesive

needed a heavy clean.

want to have the 457 interior

vacuumed and the leaflet

vinyl maps for the saloon

It was ironic that we were

ready for them. The walls,

display located in one of the

interior to the identical spec

well aware that we were

floor, roof and even all those

passenger doorways was

as the ones currently there

rationalised with old, out of

which have over the years

date or just plain tatty leaflets

become sun-bleached.

sent for recycling and the

In return we have provided

remainder better organised.

some rare material from

All the interior and exterior

our stores that is now on

lights were fired up and

display at the NSE Museum

tested with no problems

at Shepherds Well.

getting the car
ready to
receive

areas that are hard
to get to

found, much to the delight
of some of our volunteer
team. We have reached
an agreement with
the Network

In the cab things have
drastically improved ...
Firstly, we were donated a
replacement for the missing
horn controller for the
driver’s desk by our good
friend Mr. Peter Spokes.
As you will see [overleaf] it
was fitted so the cab has more
of a complete look to it now.

Pictured [LEFT] 457 all lit up
at Eythorne station after
testing of the circuits.
[TOP] Brian Thompson
works on the interior with
the saloon lights switched
on. Photos: Graeme Gleaves
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A long running fix has been
the door that opens out from
the cab to the inside area
which has never been fitted
since it entered preservation.
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Leave a Light on

From page 9

It has usually been kept in

Whilst the interior of the 457

the vestibule out of the way

is getting more complete,

when the car was open to

clean and ready for the

visitors; well no more! The

return of visitors the exterior

door was re-hung, despite the

is going in the opposite

frustrations of the very fiddly

direction. It has been over

bolts that hold it on!! It now

two and a half years since the

opens and closes as it should

whole vehicle was repainted

and, more importantly, no
longer looks like a piece of
discarded furniture getting
in the way. We are also
hoping to report on progress
on another long running
missing item in our next
issue as the recent news on
redundant Class 317 emus
going for scrap has thrown
up an opportunity to obtain a
secondman’s seat, something
that has been notably missing

into Network SouthEast livery
and during that time it has
lived outside in all weathers.
The plan was always to
repaint the roof in 2021 as
part of a rolling program
of maintenance but the
condition of the main livery,
notably the blue means
we will have to be more
comprehensive than that so
now we aim for a full repaint

from the driving cab since the

into NSE during the summer.

unit was stored at Eastleigh.

Of course this will have to be

There may even be more

carried out at Eythorne and

smaller bits we can get from

in the open air so progress

these to replace missing

will be weather dependant.

items so keep your fingers

Hopefully the funds raised by

crossed and we will reveal all

Friends of the 457 will cover

in the next issue.

the costs of this work.

Pictured Three views of the work carried out in the cab on the driver’s desk,
the cab door and the vestibule floor. Photos: Graeme Gleaves
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Blowing in the Wind
Sellindge is a site where we have items stored,
but don’t need to visit very often due to the
nature of storage. But there have been a few
visits to this site over the last six months due in
part for the need to re-attach the tarpaulin that
keeps the 2-EPB 6307 dry.

LMS 503 unit. What is needed

HETT will be able to take

there is a siding to keep that

advantage of the need by

unit on, at present there

another of the preservation

isn’t one, so preliminary

groups active on site to

earthworks have begun

relocate their asset.

to get the ground ready to
accept newly laid track.

Word reached us earlier in

with the help of ladders,

An even bigger part of this

the year that one of the two

a hook switch pole and a

project is the installation of

coverings on the driving

ratchet strap so the unit is

a right hand point, the one

trailer car had been lifted by

fully covered once again.

that was recovered from

some high winds and a large

A quick inspection revealed

the ERM Coventry site to be

part of the roof was now

no lasting damage and the

exact so getting ready for

uncovered. Lockdown meant

vehicles remain in good

the 503 is going to be a big

we were not in a position

health inside, even if their

project. Not only are there

to do much about it, but in

exterior condition suggests

the aforementioned point

October a small team got

otherwise.

and earthworks to achieve,

on site and re-adjusted the
position of the covering

Sellindge, of course, has
taken on added importance
as the prospective new
home for the HETT’s

but a couple of garden sheds,
a woodpile and a trailer need
to be moved to alternative
parts of the site to clear the
formation of the new siding.

The owners of Bulleid
Merchant Navy pacific
‘Brocklebank Line’ want to
have the rolling chassis of
their loco extracted from the
end of the siding it currently
resides on, and moved to
another part of the site
where it can be placed on an
isolated track section, which
will allow for some free space
to move the three coaches
of the 4-COR unit down and
with all the proposed track
work complete, the spare EPB
trailer from Margate can go
on top of the COR, while 6307
can go at the end of the new
siding with the three coaches
of the 503 on top of it; it
should all just about fit in.
With one of the driving motor
brake cars from the 4-DD
‘Double Decker’ unit already
on site, that corner of Hope
Farm is going to take on the
appearance of the ‘Home For
Vintage EMUs’.

Pictured [ABOVE] the roof of 6307
exposed before we got to work
to replace the tarpaulin
Photo: John Piper

[LEFT] 6307 is once again covered
up and being kept dry
Photo: Graeme Gleaves

[RIGHT] The start of the earthworks
at Sellindge

Issue 03 | Leave a Light on | Blowing in the Wind
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4-SUB Assoc’ Sales Stand
Our Sales Officer Christ Hurst reports
“As you are probably aware. 2020 has been
a bit of a write-off in terms of events due to
Covid 19. However, we were able to attend one
event at the East Kent Railway which was their
annual autumn event. It was scaled back this
year due to Covid 19 but overall we did ok and
over the 3 days we raised just over £80.”
Also, my local neighbourhood

Neil Bennetts OO gauge items

had a ‘Garage Safari’ over two

too raising a grand total of £619.

4-Sub Association
2021 Calendars

weekends (due to poor weather
on the first weekend) – so an

Overall, since the first event

extra £41 was raised over the

the 4-SUB Association

two days. However, on a more

attended this year, we have

positive note, a generous

raised just over £1000 which,

donation from Neil Bennett

considering the current

arrived, some of which are

circumstances, I couldn’t be

pictured. Some of the items

happier and proud of this

All 4-SUB Association Members, anyone signed-up with our

will be kept aside for future

achievement. I look forward

750 Supply scheme, and other supporters will receive wall

exhibitions.

to attending future events

Since the last newsletter,

(whenever this maybe) and

I have been continuing to sell

hope to meet more members

items online. The vast majority

of the 4-SUB Association and

of the 3-rail OO gauge items

the Friends of the 457.

have been sold and some of

Christoper Hurst

Our ever popular annual fundraising
calendar for 2021 will be in production by
the time you read this.

calendars in the post as soon as possible.

4-Sub Association
Sales on Facebook

Chris Hurst has set-up a 4-SUB Association Sales page
on Facebook. Scan the QR code to visit the page on your
smartphone/tablet.

All photos: Christopher Hurst
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Preservation, like any other business, is one
where you can only get something out of it in
proportion to what you put in; time and money
are the currencies for us and without either in
the required quantity there’s no results.

highest level is Gold which
requires a minimum pledge
of £50 per month. After that
is the Silver package which
requires a pledge of at least
£25 per month and finally we
have Bronze, a pledge of £10

In terms of the HETT project

them why you’re supporting

you making personal

for 4732, it is all about the

it and ask if they would

recommendations could

money at this stage, as you

be interested in doing the

achieve. For those of you who

would have read in this issue.

same. It’s well known that

need a refresh on how the

Many of you reading this are

a personal recommendation

scheme works then;

already contributing to 750

from someone you know and

Supply and for that we are

respect, is far more likely to

grateful, very grateful.

generate ‘buy-in’ compared

We are now asking for a little

to a cold call or being given a

bit of your time to get the

leaflet by a stranger.

project closer to its target
level of monthly donations.
Can I ask all of you to think of
someone you know, it could

HETT has recruited
nearly all of you this
way so imagine
what all of

be a friend, a work colleague
or a family member who you
know has an interest in
this project, can you
please tell them
about it,
tell

a month gets you in at this
level. As a way of rewarding
pledgers, we offer a package
of rewards that each will
receive annually; all will get

The ‘750 Supply’ Project set

membership of the 4-SUB

up by the Heritage Electric

Association and the 2021

Trains Trust aims to raise

calendar as a basic reward

£750 of income each month

with additional goodies at

from a network of pledgers,

each level of pledge, sent out

who’ve signed-up to one

once a years worth of support

of three levels

has been achieved. All the

of monthly

sign-up forms, including

donation.

the all important gift aid

The

declaration, can be found
at the HETT website.
It goes without saying that
we will not stop if we reach
the magic figure of £750 per
month so there is no limit on
how many pledgers we can
recruit. The 4-SUB project is
going to eat through funds
over the next few years so
every penny raised
will be needed.
Many thanks, I hope
we can look forward
to welcoming your
recommendations into
the community soon.

Graeme Gleaves

STOP PRESS All going well our new websites will be live by the new year, for both HETT and the 4-Sub Association
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At a glance, the structure of our organisations

NAME OF ORGANISATION

NAME OF ORGANISATION

NAME OF ORGANISATION

Suburban Electric Railway Association

4-SUB Association

Heritage Electric Trains Trust

TYPE OF ORGANISATION (a club)

TYPE OF ORGANISATION (a club)

TYPE OF ORGANISATION (CIO)

Constituted, unincorporated society

Constituted, unincorporated society

Charitable Incorporated Organisation

ROLLING STOCK OWNED OR
RESPONSIBLE FOR:

ROLLING STOCK OWNED None

City & South London Car Body
and the Liverpool Overhead Railway

WHO RUNS IT:
Management committee, elected

Registered with the Charities
Commission. Registration No. 1183029
ROLLING STOCK OWNED

each year at the Association’s Annual

4-SUB Unit 4732, Class 503 Unit

General Meeting by the membership.

EPB Trailer Second Car

South Tyneside 2-EPB,

CURRENT COMMITTEE:

WHO RUNS IT:

the 2-EPB Unit 6307 and the

Mark Walling – Chairman

Team of Charity Trustees,

Ironclad Bogie Stores Van

Graeme Gleaves – Treasurer

appointed upon formation and

(all owned by Electric Train

Robert Fielding – Membership Secretary

by subsequent invitation.

Preservation Limited)

Christopher Hurst – Sales Officer

Class 457 DMSO

WHAT IS ITS ROLE?

Graeme Gleaves – Chairman

(owned by 457 shareholders)

Raises funds and promotes awareness

Mark Walling – Trustee

for the restoration project on 4732

Neil Bennett – Trustee

— as its name implies it is a support

Ian Brown CBE – Trustee

— Trailer Car #7 (both owned by SERA)

Spondon No.1 Battery Loco (on loan)

CURRENT TRUSTEES:

Ruston & Hornsby 165 DE Loco

group for the project that is managed

‘MAZDA’ (owned by consortium)

by the Heritage Electric Trains Trust.

WHO RUNS IT:

SOURCES OF INCOME:

the storage, subsequent restoration

Management committee,

Membership Fees & Sales

and operation of both the SUB

elected each year at the association’s
Annual General Meeting.

The 4SA is not a charity so donations

WHAT IS ITS ROLE?
To fund, direct and project manage

and 503 units.

to the project are channelled to

SOURCES OF INCOME:

CURRENT COMMITTEE:

The Heritage Electric Trains Trust

Personal and Corporate donations,

Graeme Gleaves – Chairman

to be eligible for Gift Aid.

Legacies, and Grants.

John Missenden – Secretary
Mark Walling – Creative Lead
Nicholas Evans – General Officer
WHAT IS ITS ROLE?
Management of the restoration and
storage of the above items. Provision
of volunteer workforce to support
them and full fundraising.
SOURCES OF INCOME:
Membership Fees, Donations & Sales
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